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My name is Nikolina Komljenović  and I am a performer, dance and circus artist, choreographer, 
pedagogue and producer. I attended elementary school for ballet and rhythmics, numerous dance 
education classes with various educators from all over the world. I hold  a Master of Arts History and 
Comparative Literature. 

mailto:ninocka.kom@gmail.com


I'm a performing artist with a wide range of knowledge doing/being performances of the body, 
subject, inner space, subconscious, internal mechanisms with ability to meet and share with the 
audience. That kind of practice I have studied in the project Theater Aruša for a period of 7 years. 
 
Theatre Aruša was established in 2005 and has self-distracted 2012. In its activities Theatre Aruša 
was a performance research Laboratory of total Theatre of the Body, a research of performance that 
occurs only once through thinking bodily. Working in the range of amateur theater . 
 
the whole performance with a password TheatreArusa 
 
 

 
 
 
___________________ 
 
 
I have continued to work as solo artist. 
 
___________________ 

Project IF I PLAY A NEW GAME? 

If I produce less and less meaning, could 
something happen near a zero point, in relation, 
in suspense, in silence? Some kind of now. 
Perhaps only illusions of our own expectations, 
perhaps just silence. Will the learned gesture, a 
socially taught meaning, behavior or conventional 
reaction be discarded? Will the gesture be re-
read, re-tagged? 

The project invites local artists of experimental 
sound and light at each location to participate and 
create a unique work. The focus of performance is 
the relationship between the performers and their 
media of expression. The idea is to show 
movement, light and sound as they pervade 
through the inclusion of daily, cognitive contents 
into the body and allowing the body to release the 
information. The goal of a project is to engage the 
local communities and to develop a network. 

Performance and an Interview for AbrašMedia 

https://vimeo.com/76976946
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GSlbauXv-lQ&t=807s
https://www.mixcloud.com/discover/nikolina-komljenovic/


_________________ 

 
 
I work on the structures arising out of the relations, out of reciprocity and I build them using the 
transmission of weight, thematically and physically.  
 
___________________ 

 

AN OBJECT IS 
TRANSFERRING TO THE 
SUBJECT #SPINE 

The female body on the 
stage – mine - performs 
seemingly simple 
actions that are for that 
specific body extremely 
painful. Focus is put on 
the possibilities and 
limits defined by pain in 
that body. 

The theme of the 
performance is the 
body. For many years, 
my work is made of a 
multiplication of intro 
(impro) spections with 
a focus on performative 
presence, creating 
space-time events 
which form their own 
language of the process 
itself and the method of 
execution. I am 
interested in 
developing a real-time 
composition system in 
which the performer 
performs an action or 
an act that is not 
burdened by a clear 
and logical, symbolic or 
fictional meaning..  

Performance with a password #SpineBerlin2017 
 
___________________ 
 

http://www.plesnicentar.info/en/performances/archive/985-objekt-u-subjekt-prelazi-kraljeznica-022016
http://www.plesnicentar.info/en/performances/archive/985-objekt-u-subjekt-prelazi-kraljeznica-022016
http://www.plesnicentar.info/en/performances/archive/985-objekt-u-subjekt-prelazi-kraljeznica-022016
https://vimeo.com/256240464


VOIC ING 
 
Idea: Nikolina Komljenović 
Game and Performance: Nikolina Komljenović and Božidar Šumi 
Design of light, resonating space and performance: Bruno Pocheron 
Graphic design and photography documentation: Tomislav Turković 
 
 

 
 
 
VOIC ING is part of a larger project named An Object  is Transferring Into the Subject that began in 
2013 and deals with process, body, interspace and self-creation. Voic Ing, which is the second 
performance of the same series, deals with the voice of the body in real and metaphorical meaning 
trough subjective viewpoint of the spectator and objective body in the space. 
The autopoiesis of the interspace of action plays with the preceding the body and the movement 
before the mind and the though. Božidar, Nikolina and Bruno, not only producing themselves, they 
are produced in terms of viewing, voicing, initiating movement and sharing positions. The order of 
events is completely independent of their order in space and time. It is spreading through the 
choreographic material like a fractal. The game is a spiral of improvisations that are collected in a 
collage of embodied postcards. Expressions are nothing but purity of energy potential and thus 
multiplicity of content, desires, and perceptions. It is a choreographic practice of dramaturgy and 
choreographic momentum, which as its starting point uses 7 terms: GAZE, VOICE, MOVEMENT, 
SPACE, LIGHT, RELATION and TIME. 
 
 
Performance  with a password gla2018sanje 
 
Web Page 
___________________ 

https://vimeo.com/284694392
https://objektusubjektprelazi.tumblr.com/


SAMONINI 
 
Body:Nikolina Komljenović 
Voice: Ines Tričković 
 
Performance is a love poem about one soul, friendship and respect, through voice and movement in 
the air. While the protagonist, Nikolina Komljenovic, finds herself through body and movement, Ines 
Trickovic supports her with her voice, painting layer by layer with Nikolina's personality, giving her an 
extra body of expression. This is extraordinary story of the kinship of body and soul that is created in 
the real time . 
 
_______________________________ 
 
 
DELETING OBJECTS IN SPACE 
 
A museum is a space that brings together objects that express some context, history and concept. It 
is a place to educate visitors based on visual experience. Our temporary museum is made up of junk: 
trash, random objects, and some stored artwork that are put in the same context. How do you 
perceive objects, museum exhibits in a different environment? Can all objects be works of art such as 
pedestals, metal frames and hangers, foils, packing cases, someone's discarded shoes? These are 
fundamental performance issues. 
In this museum, the deletion of contents and the realization of ideas through the creation of a void, 
quite personal, are at work in order to create their own story, reality, feeling, movement, voice, 
color, relation to the above, home-worn experience. 
 

 
_________________________ 
 



I have worked with some importance European choreographers. 
 
Big circus project was erected with French vertical dance choreographer Eric Lecome, Greek street 
theatre director Spyros Andreopoulos and Hungarian based circus director Ben Glass – ItinaiR 
 
Is there such thing as a perfect place? If so, is it somewhere high up in the skies or is it inside each 
and  everyone of us? 
Vertical dance and modern circus meet site-specific creation and 3D mapping in a multidisciplinary 
large scale performance. Our vision is to attribute new references to public space and introduce new 
audience into indoor theatre. ItinaiR is by nature, a site-specific creation, so each presentation will 
consist a unique event, inspired by and connected with the hosting environment. In each city 
different public spaces are connected with local sites of cultural interest (former industrial sites or 
cultural centres). 
 

 
http://www.mixdoor.org/  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=87&v=ZhkX54iBfvM
http://www.mixdoor.org/


Of greater importance for me is a long cooperation with the German choreographer Isabelle Schad 
with whom I worked in Zagreb and Berlin (2009.-2016.), working on plays Music, Experience # 1 and 
Der Bau.  
 
Trailer   
 
Rosalind Crisp is also a Choreographer of great importance for my work that I have worked with in 
the last few years in Zagreb and Berlin. I have worked on a project Un Domesticated Bodies - Live 
feed in Berlin in 2018 and still working on an exploration in Zagreb from 2018.  
 
Trailer  
 
__________________ 
 
 
I have attended  9 years drama studio EHO under the direction of Svetlana Patafta  and successfully 
participated in the performances of Zagreb's city theaters (Gavella, & TD, Trešnja). Worked with 
Sidney Leoni on a project Undertone, with Ben Evans and Luís Miguel Félix on a project The Invisible 
museum and many more..  
 
In the field of circus art I am interested in different possibilities of the body, not in acrobatic 
approach. I work as a teacher of aerobatics for ten years. I have invented my own prop for aerial 
work, the fishing line. 

Fishing line 

As a visual artst I have made the installations, performances and video art. 

Performances Prolapse  and The Heat 

___________________ 

 
I am a member of the international art platform Shadow Casters with whom I'm working on a project 
Urban Hum in the form of lecture performance with acting improvisations and musical numbers. It 
gave me oportunity to be more socially engaged, develop communication, research and singing skils.  

Trailer  

___________________ 

 
I am currently working on a collaborative project Fencing Borders, an international documentary, 
radio and performance project concerned with the border-fences that are being erected for some 
years in Europe. 
 
 

Nikolina Komljenović 
Mob. +385 95 8755 778 

ninocka.kom@gmail.com    

http://www.tanzforumberlin.de/en/production/experience1/
https://vimeo.com/298356588
https://vimeo.com/199480946
https://vimeo.com/176650791
https://vimeo.com/176703110
https://vimeo.com/298353404
http://www.fencing-borders.cc/
mailto:ninocka.kom@gmail.com
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